Build and share archived collections of websites, social media, and other important web documents and materials with Archive-It, a web archiving service of the Internet Archive. Archive-It contains a suite of innovative archiving and access tools that have been used by over 800 library, university, government, non-profit, and knowledge organizations from around the world.

The flagship Archive-It Subscription Service includes a full-featured, web-based application for digital collection building, management, preservation, and public accessibility via archive-it.org. The subscription allows for continuous collecting throughout the course of a calendar year and can be renewed yearly.

The Archive-It Subscription Service includes:

**Archiving Tools:** A powerful but easy-to-use web application -- manage and automate archiving tasks using our specialized tools to collect specific websites, pages, files, and social media feeds.

**Forever Storage:** Multiple copies of your archived data are stored securely at the Internet Archive's independent data centers and are available for you to download at any time.

**Access Options:** Share your collections publicly via archive-it.org, the Wayback Machine, or privately with select users. Archive-It also has tools for integrating your archives with your current websites or online collections.

**Technical Support:** We provide unlimited user support, including an extensive knowledge center, videos, online trainings, and on-demand technical support.

**Pricing:** Subscription cost varies widely and is based on the amount of data archived annually. We support subscriptions ranging from a few hundred dollars to over $100,000 per year and work directly with potential users to estimate their needs and subscription cost.

**Contact us** to attend an informational session, request a quote, or take part in a free trial.